THE   PLATFORM	6l
them to the lecture ? I am half inclined to think that one
factor, which Englishmen may be forgiven for overlooking, is
the wide diffusion of university education in the United
States. There are a little under six hundred (to be precise,
588) American universities and colleges, with a student popu-
lation of approximately three-quarters of a million. This
mass is not a stationary body ; but the stream, constantly
renewed at the springs of each new generation, flows out
steadily into the community. The men proceed into their
various callings, and any appetite for information that college
may have stirred is rapidly submerged in the new ardours
of their necessary occupations. The law absorbs them; real
estate excites ; lumber and hardware exercise their faculties
—until, when the long day is done, the male, for all his
college training, has become the Weary Titan who demands
an unexacting evening with his radio, a cross-word puzzle,
or a musical play. But the college women ? Their fate is
very different. For a year or so—longer, perhaps—they
live at home unmarried. During this interval a lecture may
reasonably appeal as a pleasant means of passing time away.
There is still a vague desire to learn ; the lecture may lead
somewhere new or may continue something half-learnt in
college. That feeling, I think, accounts for the presence of
one's younger hearers. Then comes marriage; and the
home performs for women the same absorbing functions as a
man's profession. That is why men and young married
women are so largely absent from the lecture-hall. But
families, as time goes on, grow up ; the home ceases to be
an all-absorbing occupation; and the woman is left with
leisure on her hands. That is the second stage at which
the announcement of a lecture draws her, It seems to
beckon with a faint memory of lessons half-learnt, ten,
fifteen, or twenty years before. So she goes, unlike her
husband, to the lecture, a willing victim of the lecture-
habit.
A more delicate enquiry opens.   What is the value of the
habit ?   Does the audience that comes bring anything

